English language and composition to this day. As I worked to publish my research in journals and with publishers specializing in both fields, I discovered, of course, that the two approaches were diverging more all the time, especially as composition developed more distinct disciplinary status (and more distinct disciplinary names, as "composition" developed into "composition studies," and then to variations of "composition and rhetoric," and more recently also "writing studies" -terminological multiplicity that represents different emphases. The field is most commonly now called "rhetoric and composition," the term I will use from here on.).
one study tracks local community organizers as they compose a book by residents for police, recording their attempt to speak up in the face of power differentials;
another examines a corpus of student papers to discover the sources of basic writing students' difficulties with complex readings; a third reports case studies of writers as they use their literacy knowledge and strategies to shift from writing print-based essays to composing digital stories; and a fourth conducts a historical study of rhetorical eloquence and expertise to suggest a rhetorical strategy for writing program administrators. This journal issue illustrates as well the multiple methodologies available to scholars in rhetoric and composition. Scholars in the field might be trained in quantitative or qualitative methods and do corpus analysis or ethnographic research, or in textual interpretation or historical research and do rhetorical criticism, or a mixture of these and whatever other methods prove useful for whatever they are trying to investigate. From its interdisciplinary origins, research in rhetoric and composition might be grounded in social sciences or the Devitt, Motives and Habits 3 humanities, and its theories come from philosophy, sociology, psychology, education, linguistics, or, of course, rhetoric. So it is a big and baggy field-too baggy for some scholars in rhetoric and composition who prefer tighter methodologies or narrower research questions, just right for others who prefer to study big questions through whatever means necessary. Imagine what currently unsuspected language variation might be discovered, for example, if every corpus included and categorized texts representing rhetorically based genres rather than (or in addition to) broad platforms like newspapers or magazines or broad purposes like academic or fiction.
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For me, connecting to the field of rhetoric and composition has also offered arenas for testing and applying the discoveries of English linguistics to textual production. That connection has a long history, with composition in its early days drawing heavily on knowledge about the English language in its study and teaching of writing, still prevalent at the time when I was gaining my training wheels.
Composition scholars then researched syntactic complexity and designed research and pedagogical methods based in generative grammar; they studied style and revision using methods developed in cognitive linguistics; and they studied control of the written grapholect through linguistic notions of "error" and dialect variation.
Those were days when it seemed reasonable to claim, as I did, to study writing, both its linguistic features and its process of production. As the interests of compositionists began to connect more substantially with the tradition of rhetoric (which encouraged, among other moves, deeper historical perspectives, humanistic methodologies, and greater attention to the contexts for writing and the art of discourse), the connection to linguistics weakened, though it was never fully lost.
Recent focus in rhetoric and composition on translingual rhetoric and on ESL students in writing classes, as well as some return to quantitative methodologies, has renewed the interest somewhat. Those in English linguistics might renew the connection as well, incorporating the theories and applications of rhetoric and composition into linguistic research. Rhetoric and composition is, after all, about producing language (and reception and consumption, too, of course), and English linguistics studies the language that has been produced. The theoretically rich and research-tested claims about the English language belong in the venues that rhetoric Someone trained in linguistics, of course, is not prepared to step out as an expert in rhetoric and composition, nor vice versa, but the closeness of the fields and the partially shared objects of study might make connecting one to the other simpler than, say, moving from expertise in biology to expertise in writing. Rhetoric and composition also has long been interdisciplinary, with multiple acceptable methodologies and theoretical traditions, so there is room for scholars with diverse interests and quantitative empirical methods. As someone trained in both fields, I
encourage my graduate students to take coursework in English linguistics as well as rhetoric and composition, and I would encourage students in English linguistics to take coursework in rhetoric and composition. Readers who would like to begin sampling work in rhetoric and composition might explore the readings in overview collections like Villanueva and Arola 2011 or Wardle and Downs 2014. I find that I understand the English language better when I also view it rhetorically, and I understand writing better when I also view it linguistically. Since disciplinary boundaries in universities are undergoing rapid changes and shifts, with previously disparate disciplines overlapping more all the time, openness to other disciplineswhen choosing dissertation topics, research agendas, or types of positions-may make for more flexible and richer language scholars. Language in use is a complex subject deserving as many approaches as possible, and rhetoric and composition may provide some answers.
